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G’s unveils major
push for brands
overseas
New business unit Shropshire Brands to
be headed up by Mark Haynes and will
expand G�s brands in Asia, Europe and
Middle East

Love Beets is available in fresh and juice formats
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explore opportunities for the new branding
unit in markets including Singapore, Japan,

In his new role, Haynes has responsibility
for the international expansion of the
company’s existing brands, as well as the
own-brand and branded organics range, and
wider business development.

South Korea and Malaysia. Calder stepped
back from the business in 2014 to take on
various non executive and charity roles,
and over the last 12 months he has been
overseeing the handover of his previous
responsibilities
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“One part of my role will be to ensure there
is a good knowledge share across all
markets we operate within to help boost
G’s brands overseas.”
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